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The motivation for this talk stems from two very different sources. Firstly,
it is known since the 1970’s that the dual of the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps is a variety; not finitary, but bounded by
ℵ1 . A description of its algebra operations was first presented in [2], and a
complete description of its algebraic theory was obtained only recently in [4].
Our second source of inspiration is the theory of coalgebras. In [3], the authors argue that the category of Boolean spaces and continuous maps “is an
interesting base category” for the study of coalgebras, and consider in particular coalgebras for the Vietoris functor. A similar study can be found in [1]
with Priestley spaces instead of Boolean spaces. Arguably, these categories
are very suitable in this context because they are duals of finitary varieties,
which facilitates the development of a useful duality theory for categories of
coalgebras.
In this talk we make the case that similar observations apply to the larger
category PosComp of partially ordered compact spaces and monotone continuous maps. We show that PosCompop is a ℵ1 -ary quasivariety, give a
partial description of its algebraic theory which is sufficient to identify also
the dual of the category of Vietoris coalgebras as a ℵ1 -ary quasivariety, and
characterise the ℵ1 -copresentable objects of PosComp.
This talk is based on joint work with Renato Neves and Pedro Nora.
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